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NIH ISSUES A SEISMIC
MANDATE: SHARE
DATA PUBLICLY
Policy could set a standard for research, scientists say,
but they have questions about logistics and equity.
By Max Kozlov

I

n January 2023, the US National Institutes
of Health (NIH) will begin requiring most
of the 300,000 researchers and 2,500
institutions it funds annually to include
a data-management plan in their grant
applications — and to eventually make their
data publicly available.
Researchers who spoke to Nature largely
applaud the open-science principles underlying the policy — and the global example it sets.
But some have concerns about the logistical
challenges that researchers and their institutions will face in complying with it. Namely,
they worry that the policy might exacerbate
existing inequities in the science-funding landscape and could be a burden for early-career
scientists, who do the lion’s share of data
collection and are already stretched thin.
The mandate aims, in part, to tackle the
reproducibility crisis in scientific research. Last
year, a US$2-million, eight-year attempt to replicate influential cancer studies found that fewer
than half of the assessed experiments stood up
to scrutiny. Efforts to tally the cost of irreproducible research in the United States have found
that $10 billion to $50 billion is spent on studies
that use deficient methods, a cost that is fronted
mostly by public funding agencies.

“This policy is essentially
saying the culture of
research needs to change.”
Joseph Ross, a health-policy researcher at
Yale School of Medicine in New Haven, Connecticut, says the mandate’s effects will be
felt far beyond US borders because the NIH is
the world’s largest public funder of biomedical research. Ensuring that the policy sets the
right tone is important, Ross says, because it
will signal to scientists all over the world how
biomedical research should be done.

A seismic shift
Under the new policy, which will go into effect
on 25 January, all NIH grant applications for
projects that collect scientific data must
include a ‘data management and sharing’
(DMS) plan that contains details about the
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Irreproducible studies not only waste taxpayers’ money, says Lyric Jorgenson, the acting
associate director for science policy at the NIH,
but also undermine public trust in science. “We
want to make sure that we’re making good on
the nation’s investment and fostering transparency and accountability in research,” she says.

software or tools needed to analyse the data,
when and where the raw data will be published
and any special considerations for accessing
or distributing those data.
Such a seismic shift in practice has left some
researchers worried about the amount of work
that the mandate will require when it becomes
effective.
Jenna Guthmiller, an immunologist at the
University of Chicago in Illinois, can attest that
more work will probably be required. She is one
of a handful of researchers funded through a
US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases programme that has enacted a policy similar to the NIH-wide plan, she says. For
Guthmiller, that meant tracking down information on long-gone reagents and experimental
conditions for a project that’s been running
for four years. That took 15 hours, she says,
“and I was fortunate enough to work with a
data manager”.
Because the vast majority of laboratories
and institutions don’t have data managers
who organize and curate data, the policy —
although well-intentioned — will probably put
a heavy burden on trainees and early-career
principal investigators, says Lynda Coughlan,
a vaccinologist at the University of Maryland
School of Medicine in Baltimore, who has
been leading a research team for fewer than
two years and is worried about what the policy
will mean for her.
Jorgenson says that, although the policy
might require researchers to spend extra time
organizing their data, it’s an essential part of
conducting research, and the potential longterm boost in public trust for science will
justify the extra effort.

Potential pitfalls
Others worry that data-management activities
will further sap funds from under-resourced
labs. Although the policy outlines certain fees
that researchers can add to their proposed
budgets to offset the costs of compliance with
the mandate, it doesn’t specify what criteria the
NIH will use to grant these requests.
For the policy to be successful, Ross says
that the NIH needs to be clear about how it
will award these resources — especially to
early-career researchers and to underfunded
institutions — so as not to exacerbate existing
inequities in the research community.
Jorgenson responds that the agency is evaluating the costs of compliance and hopes to
prepare more guidance and information.
As part of the data-sharing policy, when a
research project is complete or when its grant
expires — whichever comes first — NIH programme officers will review the DMS plan to
ensure that researchers have adhered to it. At
that time, the policy stipulates that researchers
must share any ‘scientific data’ needed to “validate and replicate research findings, regardless of whether the data are used to support
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scholarly publications” — although it makes an
exception in cases where data sharing would
pose a significant legal, ethical or technical
burden. The NIH recommends that these data
be shared only in a reputable repository; ultimately, researchers will decide where to upload
the information.
The broad term ‘scientific data’ has left some
researchers confused about exactly what information they’ll be required to share. It’s hard to
predict which data might be useful for other
researchers, or whether those data will ever be
accessed by anyone, Coughlan says.
In response to an early draft of the policy,
the American Association for Universities, an
organization based in Washington DC that
represents 66 universities, wrote in 2020 that
the NIH’s definition of scientific data needed
to be narrowed, and suggested that the agency
limit it to include only data underlying scholarly publications.
Jorgenson says that data collected when
experiments don’t work — and therefore that
are not in publications — are just as important
to communicate, because they include information that could help other researchers to

understand the full context of an experiment’s
success. The ambiguity in the policy offers
researchers flexibility in determining which
data are truly necessary to reproduce research
findings, she says.
Brian Nosek, executive director of the Center
for Open Science, based in Charlottesville,
Virginia, points out that it will be a major challenge for the NIH to ensure that all relevant
data have been shared at the conclusion of a
project. Although the policy is an “important
milestone of maturing the open-science movement beyond just thinking about open access”,
Nosek worries that some applicants might not
take it seriously if there are no consequences
for non-compliance. Jorgenson responds that
if the policy is not followed, future funding
awards for researchers or institutions could
be jeopardized.
Despite its potential pitfalls, Ross thinks that
the policy will have a ripple effect that will persuade smaller funding agencies and industry to
adopt similar changes. “This policy establishes
what people expect from clinical research,”
he says. “It’s essentially saying the culture of
research needs to change.”

CHINA’S APPROVAL OF
GENE-EDITED CROPS
ENERGIZES RESEARCHERS
Newly published guidelines will spur research into
crops that have improved resilience to climate change.
By Smriti Mallapaty

NIGEL CATTLIN/ALAMY
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esearchers in China are excited by their
government’s approval of gene-edited
crops, which they say clears the way
for the plants’ use in agriculture and
should boost research into varieties
that are tastier, pest-resistant and better
adapted to a warming world.
Since China’s agriculture ministry released
preliminary guidelines on 24 January, researchers have been hurrying to submit applications
for the use of their gene-edited crops. These
include the development of wheat varieties
resistant to a fungal disease called powdery
mildew, described in a paper in Nature (S. Li
et al. Nature 602, 455–460; 2022).
“This is very good news for us. It really opens
the door for commercialization,” says plant
biologist Caixia Gao at the Chinese Academy
of Sciences’ Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology in Beijing, who is a co-author
of the paper.
“The decision is a big step forward for China,”

and will take research from theory into the field,
says Jin-Soo Kim, who heads the Center for
Genome Engineering at the Institute for Basic
Science in Daejeon, South Korea.

Powdery mildew affects crop yields.

China’s new rules are more conservative than
those in the United States — which does not
regulate gene-edited crops that incorporate
small changes similar to those that could
occur naturally — but are more lenient than
the tough European Union stance of treating
all gene-edited crops as genetically modified
(GM) organisms.

No foreign genes
Gene-edited crops are developed using technologies such as CRISPR–Cas9 that can make
small tweaks to DNA sequences. They differ
from crops obtained by genetic modification
because this typically involves the insertion
of entire genes or DNA sequences from other
plant or animal species. However, until now,
in China they have come under the same
legislation as that covering GM organisms.
Currently, it can take up to six years to get
biosafety approval for a GM crop in China. But
researchers say the new guidelines — which
lay out the process for receiving a biosafety
certificate for gene-edited crops — could
reduce the approval time to one to two years.
GM crops require extensive, large-scale
field trials before they are approved for
use. The new guidelines stipulate that, for
gene-edited crops deemed to pose no environ
mental or food-safety risks, developers need
only provide laboratory data and conduct
small-scale field trials.
However, researchers say that some of the
guidelines are ambiguous. They apply to crops
in which gene-editing technology is used to
remove genes or make single-nucleotide
changes, but it is not clear whether they also
apply to crops that have had DNA sequences
introduced from other varieties of the same
species.
“We will have to confirm whether these are
allowed,” because it is important to have clarity around the rules, says Chengcai Chu, a rice
geneticist at South China Agricultural University in Guangzhou.
Already, researchers are planning to focus
more of their work on developing new crops
that will be valuable to farmers. For example,
Jian-Kang Zhu, a plant molecular biologist
at the Southern University of Science and
Technology in Shenzhen, says he wants to
develop gene-edited varieties that have
increased yields, resilience against climate
change and an improved response to fertilizer.
Others are preparing applications for rice
that is particularly aromatic, and soya bean that
has a high content of oleic fatty acids, which
could produce oil low in saturated fats.
Gao’s powdery mildew-resistant wheat could
be one of the first to be approved. In 2014, she
and her team used gene editing to knock out
a gene that makes wheat susceptible to the
fungal disease, but found that these changes
also stunted the plant’s growth (Y. Wang
et al. Nature Biotechnol. 32, 947–951; 2014).
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